
How to Optimize Operations 
without Compromising Security

Info360 is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform 
that enables real-world water lifecycle management 
for water utilities.   
The opportunity to optimize operations by moving IT applications to the cloud is crucial for water 

utilities to meet legally required service levels for water distribution, sanitation, flood control, and 

stormwater management. But rising cyber threats are unavoidable, and security breaches could 

disrupt service and result in fines and remediation costs. Therefore, it’s critical to choose software-as-

a-service (SaaS) solutions that deliver both the power and rigorous security utilities need.

Learn how the Info360 platform and applications, built on Amazon Web Services (AWS), satisfy the 

water industry’s stringent security requirements while helping utilities to improve operations and 

meet or exceed expected service levels.

Info360 incorporates cutting-edge technologies like predictive analytics, artificial intelligence, and 

multi-layer modeling and simulation tuned specifically for the water industry, allowing utilities of all 

sizes to stay at the forefront of innovation without the need to maintain complex software or hire 

additional IT experts.

Using Info360, utilities can deliver 
the highest possible service at 
the lowest possible cost, with the 
added benefits of easy onboarding, 
unlimited scalability, and rigorous 
security out of the box.
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SaaS Beats On-Prem for Security and Strategy 
No doubt having a strong and reliable data security system is vital for the stability and success of your 

organization. Cyber security hackers are getting more advanced every day, and a single incident can 

be catastrophic for your organization and customers. Even the best effort to secure your utility’s digital 

infrastructure will have trouble keeping pace.

SaaS solutions built on the world’s leading cloud services platforms are more efficient and 

sustainable in the following ways: 

Security Expertise. Even large data centers cannot match the certified security know-how, best-

practice processes, and world-class security mechanisms of leading cloud providers like Amazon 

Web Services (AWS). 

Best Available Technology. While your data center staff must cope with aging physical infrastructure 

and legacy software, leading cloud providers are focused on developing and extending virtualized 

compute, storage, database, and networking services to offer the most advanced IT processing 

available.

Limited Attack Surfaces. SaaS applications reduce the attack surfaces typically exposed with on-

premises applications. In the case of Info360, only an edge device for pushing data to the cloud and 

user browsers require protection, which is provided through two layers of security, as described below.

Shared Security Model 
The shared security model shown below was originated by AWS and emulated by other cloud 

providers. It illustrates two layers of security protecting the cloud services and infrastructure itself, 

as well as the applications and data built within the cloud. 

Security “of” the cloud refers to the orange portion that AWS operates and manages globally, 

down to the physically secured hardware that hosts virtualized compute, storage, database and 

networking services. 

Security “in” the cloud refers to the blue section, showing the Info360 security components

of encryption, firewalls, identity and access management, and data protection for all 

customer deployments.

Specific details on AWS services and components used by Info360 is available in our detailed 

security whitepaper Top Security Threats for Water Utilities and How They Can Be Solved

https://go.innovyze.com/l/233932/2021-03-10/cjhh3t/233932/1618381688ynVguyLC/WP_SecurityThreat.pdf
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Audited and Certified Security Compliance
 

The American Institute of CPAs (AICPA) developed SOC2 guidelines to audit and certify the robustness 

of security, availability, processing integrity, confidentiality, and privacy practices within IT applications 

and infrastructure. To verify SOC2 compliance, auditors evaluate the Info360 development and 

deployment environment, as well as Innovyze staff, processes, procedures, and facilities. 

To achieve compliance, Innovyze adheres to the following SOC2 recommended security practices:

1. Password complexity: Users must change passwords upon first use and meet password 

complexity requirements. Additional password security needs may be met via Single Sign On (SSO) 

integration. 

2. User authentication: The transport layer security (TLS) protocol prevents the capture of passwords 

as they traverse the network. Stored passwords are encrypted using bcrypt salted hashes to modify 

each instance of the same encrypted password, making it much harder to crack.

 

3. Access security: Access to information is controlled by Roles-Based permissions. Audit trails ensure 

any attempted system abuse, improper alteration, or disclosure of information would be immediately 

identified and mitigated.

4. Pooled tenancy:  This model ensures each utility’s data is protected and secured so they can 

access only their own data.

 

5. AWS encryption and key management: these services are used to secure data at rest and in transit.

 

6. Disaster recovery: AWS stores data in multiple, geographically dispersed zones to satisfy disaster 

recovery requirements and helps Info360 maintain 99.9% availability. 

Reducing the IT Burden
To protect on premise software and IT infrastructure, the utilities IT staff is responsible for the entire 

process: keeping host operating systems and virtual guest environments up to date, applying patches 

immediately as new vulnerabilities arise, detecting inevitable incursion threats, remediating threats 

before damage occurs, and much more. That’s a lot to take on for your IT staff. Fortunately, global 

cloud providers like AWS have disproven the notion that cloud computing is less secure than on-

premise data center environments.
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By building Info360 on AWS cloud services, Innovyze is maintaining the latest security best-practices 

on behalf of your IT staff, alleviating the security challenges faced by your utility and giving your IT 

department more time and budget to serve other critical utility needs.

  

For more details about our 
rigorous security services, and 
other benefits of the Info360 
real-world water lifecycle 
management platform, visit Info360 

Innovyze empowers water professionals around the world to create, manage, and maintain water services. 
We are the global leader in water infrastructure data analytics software, providing enduring support for 
customer success.

GET THE DETAILS

  

https://www.innovyze.com/en-us/products/info360
https://www.innovyze.com/en-us/products/info360

